PROJECT MANAGER MOBILITY (M/F/D)
Are you passionate about the exciting topics of the automotive future and want to shape the mobility of tomorrow? International projects with
well-known customers from the automotive industry are the context in which you feel at home? Then join the „Driving Innovation@DSA“ team.

Your Tasks

You manage your project team effectively.
You bring your projects to a successful close within the

This is what you do

framework of your schedule, cost and personnel planning.
You enjoy your creative freedom vis-à-vis customers and
incorporate fresh ideas into project management.
You design the sustainability of vehicles.

What you bring along

You have graduated from a (technical) university
or have a comparable qualification.
You are familiar with the classics of project management
and are open to engage in new topics.
You motivate others to successfully follow your path.
Your English skills make you a global team player.

We live a modern working culture with a flat hierarchy,
short communication channels and individual

What we offer you

development opportunities.
Family friendliness, company events and flexible
working hours are also a priority for us.
Employee benefits, a job bike and a coffee flat rate are
a matter of course for us.

In a
nutshell:

Business Areas

Customers

Corporate Culture

Employees/Sites

Vehicle development

International automotive industry

Family-owned business
with heart and mind

Over 500 nice
colleagues worldwide

Commercial vehicles,
agricultural machinery and building
materials industry

Culture of open doors

Subsidiaries in China,
Italy, South Africa,
Mexico, Brazil, India
and the USA

Production
After-sales
Connected vehicle
Logistics and
quality assurance

Short decision paths
Team spirit & openness

Airport logistics

Become part of our DSA team and send us your meaningful
application to jobs@dsa.de stating the earliest possible
starting date and your salary expectations.
For more informationen about us visit www.dsa.de/en/career

DSA Daten- und Systemtechnik GmbH
Pascalstraße 28
52076 Aachen (Germany)
Phone: +49 (0) 2408 9492–0
E-mail: jobs@dsa.de

